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THE ULTIMATE LIST
This December, the second volume of the first ever Illustrated Checklist of the Birds of the World
hits the press, completing the most exhaustive bird list ever compiled. Co-author BirdLife’s
Prof. Nigel Collar explains why this tome will be a vital tool for conservationists
I

t seems the most improbable thing: why
would a conservation organisation take
the lead on a new checklist of the birds of the
world? Are we not wasting our time and money in
doing so? Can we not leave it to professional taxonomists to make the best list, and just follow it?
If only! But it is not that simple, for various reasons, the overarching one being that no other
checklist possesses all the characteristics we
need – flexibility, speed and above all critical
independence – for deciding what, these days,
can be considered a species. The rate at which
species are being “lumped” (when two or more
species are merged into one) and – far more
often – “split” (when one species is divided into
two or more) is so fast now, and involves so
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
742 new bird species were
identified as a result of our
comprehensive taxonomic
revision. In the most extreme
example, the Red-bellied Pitta
Pitta erythrogaster, found in
SE Asia and originally Least
Concern, has now been split
into twelve distinct species.
Four are now recognised as
globally threatened.
Illustration HBW

0

many differing considerations, that BirdLife has
been forced to establish its own criteria in order
to ensure that our list is consistent, equitable,
intelligible and up-to-date.
What has produced this lumping and splitting
frenzy? Crucially, genetics has now taken complete control of avian systematics. Much of its
work addresses (with often spectacular results)
the higher-level identities of birds (e.g. saltators,
long classified as New World sparrows, prove
to be tanagers); however, some of it claims that
molecular distance (the percentage of divergence) between two subspecies tells us whether
they should be elevated to species or not. Such
claims pepper modern bird taxonomy, even
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though we know there is no percentage threshold that can serve as a consistent dividing line.
Many checklists, however, simply accept the
findings of published papers without considering the evidence for themselves.
A second significant impact on modern avian
systematics has been air travel. Birdwatchers – especially those who make a living leading tours – can now breeze into hundreds of
places around the planet that once needed big
money and serious logistical planning to reach.
They have made discoveries about the living
colours (some of which disappear in museum
specimens), habits, ecology and, most importantly, vocalisations of many species previously
unknown in life. Differences in voice are a major
factor in judging the species/subspecies issue,
and the growth of websites like the Internet
Bird Collection (IBC) and Xeno-canto has been
crucial in making the recorded evidence widely
available. And of course many bird-tour leaders have written field guides and handbooks in
which they document their findings, often making novel taxonomic judgements based on their
unmatched experience.
A third development has been the adoption by
some taxonomists of a new species concept.
For most of the twentieth century Ernst Mayr’s
Biological Species Concept, which typically
defines species rank by whether the taxa interbreed or by whether they would do so if they
came into geographical contact (a difficult call!),
was dominant. In the 1990s the Phylogenetic
Species Concept, which uses the monophyly of
populations to define species (any population of
a species on an island or mountain which possesses a unique character, however small, can
be assumed to be monophyletic and elevated to
species rank), became an attractive alternative.
Consequently many publications like to claim
that they have defined at least “phylogenetic
species” (good for the authors’ CVs!) if not biological ones, and global checklists have a hard
time distinguishing between the two.
On top of these things, the awkward fact
remained that many potentially important taxonomic cases were being missed by molecular workers or itinerant birdwatchers. Moreover, plenty of cases existed where experts
– and checklists – simply disagree, not merely
because of their adherence to one species
concept or another. Finally, there were and are
BirdLife’s responsibilities to its broad constituency, not only the Partnership but also the institutions we seek to support and influence: the
International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), for which BirdLife keeps the Red List
for birds (and under the rules of which we are
obliged to assess all species), national legislative authorities, international agreements and
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MANY CHECKLISTS
SIMPLY ACCEPT
THE FINDINGS
OF PUBLISHED
PAPERS WITHOUT
CONSIDERING
THE EVIDENCE
FOR THEMSELVES

BIRDWATCHERS
HAVE MADE
DISCOVERIES
ABOUT THE LIVING
COLOURS OF
MANY SPECIES

THREE BIRDS WERE
FOUND IN A TINY
AREA THAT HAD
NOT YET BEEN
BURNT. WITHOUT
THE CHECKLIST
WE WOULD STILL
NOT EVEN KNOW
OF ITS EXISTENCE

laws, the (now) KBA (Key Biodiversity Areas) programme, and all the myriad people who work
with us on these things and on programmes
conserving species (and on the funding of those
programmes). Suddenly, given all these considerations, BirdLife emerges with a bigger stake in
taxonomy than any other group of people with
an interest in birds.
To help us negotiate the maze of new insights
and claims in the published literature, we needed
a system that could dependably guide our own
taxonomic judgements. We worked on this with
collaborators, emerging in 2010 (Tobias et al.
Ibis 152: 724-746) with a novel means of scoring
differences in plumage, size, voice, ecology and
behaviour that (we like to believe) is comprehensive, consistent, transparent, practical, rapid,
rigorous and robust.
When his great Handbook of the Birds of the
World (HBW) series drew to an end a few years
ago, former BirdLife Council member Josep del
Hoyo became interested in synthesising these 17
volumes in just two, using the “Tobias” criteria to
assess the validity of splits being made by others and also to apply to taxa not previously considered for splitting or lumping. With the Tobias
criteria just published, this was an unmissable opportunity for BirdLife. The first volume
(non-passerines) appeared in 2014. The second
volume (passerines) is appearing now. The findings have yet to be considered in detail, but they
seem to be consistent between volumes: 3,964
species in the non-passerine volumes of HBW
became 4,372 in 2014, and on present evidence
6,008 passerines are set to become 6,579 by
the end of the year—in both cases an increase
of 10% (a thousand species altogether), of which
roughly half are changes we accept from others’
work, and half are our own.
No other checklist makes its own independent
taxonomic revisions. The value of doing so can
be illustrated with a single example. In Volume 1
we itemised the differences between four “subspecies” of the hummingbird until then called
the Bearded Helmetcrest Oxypogon guerinii.
These differences are in fact so strong that
each form merited species rank. One of these
species, now called the Blue-bearded Helmetcrest O. cyanolaemus, proved not to have been
seen since 1946. Confined to the Santa Marta
massif in Colombia, its páramo habitat has been
almost entirely destroyed by cattle-grazing and
burning. In March 2015 a dedicated search was
made in one of the most remote areas of the
huge mountain, and three birds were found
in a tiny area of páramo that had not yet been
burnt. The species is clearly right on the brink of
extinction, but without the Checklist we would
still not even know of its existence.
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TAHITI MONARCH Pomarea nigra
This monarch flycatcher and its flute-like call is restricted
to a handful of lowland valleys in Tahiti, French Polynesia,
where it has been driven to near-extinction by the spread
of invasive plants and rats. Intensive conservation work has
helped recover the species from just 27 birds to around 50
today, but it remains one of the world’s rarest birds.

BLACK-WINGED MYNA Acridotheres melanopterus
This Indonesian endemic has been split into three distinct
species in the latest Red List revision: Black-winged
Myna (Java), Grey-backed Myna (south-east Java) and
Grey-rumped Myna (Bali). Sadly, all three are Critically
Endangered as a result of local bird trade. Once common,
collectors have begun coveting these species as a
replacement for the similar-looking, and extremely rare,
Bali Myna Leucopsar rothschildi.

THE WORLD’S RAREST PASSERINES
Across both volumes, the Illustrated Checklist of the Birds of the World includes stunning,
full-colour portraits of all of the 10,000+ extant birds currently known to science.
These portraits range from abundant, world-famous birds we see every day,
to vanishingly rare species that will elude all but the most dedicated birder. We begin our showcase
of Volume 2 with a rundown of some of the ten rarest passerines in the entire world…

TAITA APALIS Apalis fuscigularis
Occupying a tiny range of just 1.5 square kilometres of
fragmented forest in Kenya, this warbler has endured
a population crash in recent years, with illegal logging
fragmenting its preferred montane forest habitat. Maybe
fewer than 100 remain. Our Preventing Extinctions
Programme is now helping to safeguard the remaining
forest fragments, and tree nurseries are being established to
reconnect the various scattered populations.
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REGENT HONEYEATER Anthochaera phrygia
This striking honeyeater is a gregarious, nomadic bird that
loves to travel around south-east Australia in flocks. But
in recent years its breeding range has become as patchy
as the canary-yellow scales on its chest. Habitat loss has
hit the Regent Honeyeater hard, and the few hundred that
remain are forced to compete with other sweet-toothed
species for limited nectar resources.
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CERULEAN PARADISE-FLYCATCHER Eutrichomyias rowleyi
Cerulean Paradise-flycatcher? Cerulean Paradiseeyecatcher, more like. But despite its vivid blue plumage,
this ultra-elusive species, known only from the Indonesian
island of Sangihe, evaded human eyes for over 120 years,
until a small population was discovered in 1998. Today, we
know of fewer than 50 individuals. There is now a small bird
tourism industry on the island, and the hope is that this will
incentivise locals to conserve what montane forest remains.

LIBEN LARK Heteromirafra archeri
This grassland specialist is known in tiny numbers from
remnant habitat patches in Ethiopia and also formerly
in Somalia. There are now fewer than 250 birds left, and
a skewed sex ratio means the effective population size
could be much smaller. Community-managed grassland
conservation is aiming to halt declines that are predicted to
reach 80% over three generations, and prevent it becoming
mainland Africa’s first bird extinction.

BUGUN LIOCICHLA Liocichla bugunorum
First spotted in 1995, and formally described as recently as
2006, this spectacular-looking babbler is still only known
from a tiny area of mountainous north-east India. One of the
most sensational ornithological discoveries in recent years,
the Bugun Liocichla is staggeringly rare – perhaps as few as
14 individuals, and only three breeding pairs are known.

WHITE-BELLIED CINCLODES Cinclodes palliatus
Fewer than 250 of this bulky ovenbird remain in bog
habitat at 4,400-5,000 m in the High Andes of Peru, where
it is threatened by overgrazing of habitat by alpacas,
llamas and sheep, removal of peat for horticulture,
mining and water extraction for irrigation. A bird with very
specific habitat requirements, the outlook is bleak unless
conservation efforts increase.

PALILA Loxioides bailleui
One of the largest extant Hawaiian honeycreepers, the Palila
feeds almost exclusively on the seeds of the māmane plant.
Although the seeds contain toxins that can kill other animals
in minutes, they do not seem to faze this colourful bird. But
a drought, which has reduced māmane pod production, is
driving an extremely rapid population decline.

HAWAIIAN CROW Corvus hawaiiensis
Also known as the ‘alalā, this bulky corvid was once a
common sight on the island of Hawaii, but has been
completely wiped out by habitat loss, persecution and,
probably, the introduction of avian malaria to the island.
Today, it is one of five species that persists only in captivity,
but an ambitious project to release six captive-bred
individuals into one of the island’s national parks is underway.
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SEYCHELLES WHITE-EYE Zosterops modestus
On the Seychelles, it’s a similar story to that told on remote
islands around the globe; endemic species wiped out by
invasive species and deforestation. This olive-grey whiteeye was once so rare it was thought extinct for decades.
However, conservationists have sought to expand its
range by transferring it to other islands in the archipelago.
The resultant population boom has seen it downlisted to
Vulnerable in this year’s Red List. A black-eye for extinctions!

BLACK ROBIN Petroica traversi
Endemic to New Zealand, in 1980 this robin had the
smallest population of any bird recorded and seemed
doomed to extinction as a result of deforestation. Its
spectacular recovery, following intensive tree planting, is a
world-renowned conservation success. Although numbers
continue to increase, it still has a very small population and
is therefore classified as Endangered.

BACK FROM THE BRINK
Deforestation, introduced species, climate change, illegal trapping.
Nowadays it seems that all that humans do is destroy everything nature has to give.
But it’s not all bad news. Every day all around the globe, passionate people are making an effort to help nature.
And when they do, wildlife is quick to come back. Here are ten species that would have gone extinct
if no one had intervened – classic examples of how intensive conservation efforts can, and do, pay off.

RAROTONGA MONARCH Pomarea dimidiata
Native to the Cook Islands, this monarch was once among
the rarest birds in the world. It has been downlisted
to Vulnerable owing to predator control and intense
conservation efforts. The survival of the species remains
dependent on the continuation of these efforts, and also
a little luck. Random events such as cyclones or weed
invasions can potentially drive it back to the Critically
Endangered category in the blink of an eye.
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SEYCHELLES MAGPIE-ROBIN Copsychus sechellarum
Originally present on at least eight islands in the
Seychelles, only around 13 birds remained on the island
of Frégate in 1965. Seventeen years later, the recovery
programme began: new habitats, increased food, nest
defence, invasive species control and translocation to
other islands made all the difference. Today, the species
has bounced back: 120 individuals and growing.
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RODRIGUES WARBLER Acrocephalus rodericanus
Habitat protection and reforestation, spurred by the need
for watershed protection, have been key to the recovery of
this species, aided by an absence of catastrophic cyclones.
Native to the idyllic island of Rodrigues, Mauritius, its
habitat is being fenced to exclude grazing animals,
exotic plants have been removed and native species
replanted. Thanks to these actions, it was downlisted from
Endangered to Near Threatened in 2013.

RODRIGUES FODY Foudia flavicans
Once abundant in the island of Rodrigues, Mauritius, this
brightly coloured weaver declined drastically to around
five pairs in 1968 after its native habitat was destroyed,
followed by other issues such as droughts and introduced
species. Populations have increased as native and exotic
woodland has recovered and expanded. Today the
estimated total number ranges somewhere between 4,000
to 17,000 individuals.

KIRTLAND’S WARBLER Setophaga kirtlandii
The numbers of this North American warbler started
decreasing at the beginning of the 20th century. Its
optimal breeding habitat is very specific: fire-maintained
homogeneous stands of 1-5 m tall jack pines on sandy soil.
By replicating the effects of natural fires, its habitat has been
expanded and numbers continue to increase, although its
small range means it’s still Near Threatened.

PALE-HEADED BRUSH-FINCH Atlapetes pallidiceps
This Ecuadorian bird occupies an extremely small range and
is restricted to one ocation. However, it has been increasing
in numbers since 2003 thanks to habitat protection and
control of nest parasites such as Shiny Cowbird Molothrus
bonariensis. Its status, however, is precarious, and continued
conservation efforts will be vital if it is to further improve.

NORTH ISLAND SADDLEBACK Philesturnus carunculatus
SOUTH ISLAND SADDLEBACK Philesturnus rufusater
These two species have a small population confined to a number of predator-free islands around New Zealand. Owing to
intensive conservation management measures such as predator and weed control, the populations are now increasing.
They are considered Near Threatened because they only occur at a small number of sites and are therefore moderately
susceptible to human impact and chance events such as cyclones.
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MYSTERIOUS STARLING Aplonis mavornata
First described from a single specimen that was shot
“hopping about on a tree” in 1825. Ornithologists did not
visit Mauke in the Cook Islands for another 150 years, but
when they did, the bird had “mysteriously” disappeared.
Today we have records of introduced brown rats being the
reason behind its extinction.

PAGAN REED-WARBLER Acrocephalus yamashinae
Many Pacific island reed-warblers are highly threatened by
invasive species and some are already extinct. This is the
case with the Pagan Reed-warbler, one of the five species
now split from the Nightingale Reed-warbler Acrocephalus
luscinius. Habitat degradation and introduced species are
thought have extinguished their populations.

GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
The Checklist’s reach goes beyond extant birds – it also includes details on every bird
to go extinct since 1500, and illustrates all extinct species of which we have a reliable account of.
Most people are familiar with extinct species like the Dodo or the Passenger Pigeon,
but over 150 bird species we have rarely ever heard of have disappeared since then.
Here are ten examples of island birds whose voices are forever lost.

LEAST VERMILION FLYCATCHER Pyrocephalus dubius
Newly-split in 2016, this glossy red bird was the first avian
extinction recorded in the Galapagos. It was discovered
during Charles Darwin’s voyage in 1835. Since 1960,
invasive plants have replaced a large part of the island’s
native vegetation, which led to the decline of the bird’s
favourite insects. This, combined with avian pox and
malaria, may have been the last straw – the last reliable
sighting was recorded in 1987.
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NORTH ISLAND PIOPIO Turnagra tanagra
Habitat loss and predation by cats, rats and people caused
this oriole’s extinction. Known from New Zealand’s North
Island, the last confirmed record dates from 1902, and
there were no reports at all since 1970. Unfortunately,
protection measures came too late for the Piopio as the
area it inhabited later became Whanganui National Park in
1986, long after it became extinct.
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LORD HOWE GERYGONE Gerygone insularis
This pink-eyed forest dweller was an abundant endemic
species to Lord Howe Island, Australia. Last heard in 1928,
none were found on a survey eight years later. Most
probably its extinction resulted from nest predation by black
rats following a shipwreck in 1918, although disease from
introduced songbirds may also have been a factor.

OAHU AKIALOA Akialoa ellisiana
A Hawaiian honeycreeper with a spectacular bill, this
insectivore would use its bill to probe through tree bark
in search of arthropods, also using it to collect nectar
from flowers. Formerly one Extinct species, it is now
recognised as one of three separate Extinct species, all of
which disappeared as a result of deforestation. It was also
presumably susceptible to avian malaria, an introduced
disease carried by mosquitoes.

LAYSAN HONEYCREEPER Himatione fraithii
Its close cousin the Apapane Himatione sanguinea is unusual
among Hawaiian songbirds because it’s still relatively
common. Sadly the Laysan species is long gone after
introduced domestic rabbits ravaged all the vegetation on
the island – including the nectar sources the honeycreeper
fed on. In the 1920s, the island of Laysan was battered by a
strong storm and the bird was never seen again.

BISHOP’S OO Moho bishopi
All species belonging to the Hawaiian genus Moho became
extinct as a result of man-made threats: deforestation,
competition from introduced predators and hunting – their
much-sought feathers used to make capes for Hawaiian
nobility. The glossy black Bishop’s Oo had a very simple
two-note song, took-took, which could be heard from miles
away. Prolific jazz composer John Zorn released an album
called O’o in 2009, named after the late bird.

MARIANNE WHITE-EYE Zosterops semiflavus
So long, Marianne! After agricultural development
destroyed its habitat, the white-eye likely became extinct
between 1870 and 1890. It was lost long before the
successful conservation measures that have rescued other
Seychelles endemics. One specimen can still be admired in
the Natural History Museum in London.

BONIN GROSBEAK Carpodacus ferreorostris
This extinct finch was described from two sets of skins taken
from the Ogasawara islands in Japan during expeditions in
the 1820s. Over three decades later, after the islands became
a stopover for whalers, naturalist William Stimpson reported
that there were no grosbeaks left. Instead, he found countless
introduced rats, sheep, dogs, cats, pigs and feral goats.
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GRAN CANARIA BLUE CHAFFINCH Fringilla polatzeki
Meet Europe’s newest, and possibly rarest, passerine.
Previously lumped with the larger and far more common
Tenerife Blue Chaffinch Fringilla teydea, this new species
makes its Red List debut in the Endangered category, as
forest fires on the island of Gran Canaria have decimated
the species’ preferred Canary pine habitats. Further fires
could spell disaster.

SOUTH ISLAND KOKAKO Callaeas cinereus
Is the ‘Grey Ghost’ still haunting New Zealand’s South Island?
Distinguished from its North Island relative by its orange
(rather than blue) wattles, this arboreal forest bird has not
been reliably spotted since 2007, which explains its Red List
categorisation as Critically Endangered (Possibly Extinct).
Given that the last verified sighting before that was in 1967,
however, we should never say never...

NEWLY RECOGNISED SPECIES
Thanks to the extensive taxonomy review undertaken as part of the compilation of Volume 2,
the world’s numbers of recognised bird species has swelled by 742, taking the total number
of described species to 11,121 (of which 10,965 are extant, although five of these are classified as Extinct in the Wild).
Although the vast majority of these species were already known to science – they were previously
considered subspecies of others – their graduation to “full species” status has created a few new interesting
statistics – and some alarming new priorities for conservationists around the world.

ASIR MAGPIE Pica asirensis
Split from the familiar and widespread Eurasian Magpie
Pica pica, there may be as few as 135 pairs of this species
remaining, all of which are restricted to juniper forest in the
valleys of south-west Saudi Arabia. It is difficult to distinguish
visually from the Eurasian Magpie (although it is has
marginally more black plumage), but its call is very different:
a loud “quaynk-quaynk” sound.
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BAHAMA NUTHATCH Sitta insularis
The Brown-headed Nuthatch is a common species in
much of the southern and eastern USA, but the much
rarer race insularis, now recognised as a distinct species,
has a much smaller range, confined to the island of Grand
Bahama. Aside from location, it can be distinguished from
the Brown-headed Nuthatch by its longer, thinner bill and
darker eyestripe.
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COMORO BLUE VANGA Cyanolanius comorensis
Previously considered a subspecies of the Madagascar
Blue Vanga Cyanolanius madagascarinus, this striking
shrike-like bird is still reasonably common on Comoros,
but ongoing habitat loss and degradation are contributing
to its gradual decline.

MARSH ANTWREN Formicivora paludicola
Despite living practically on the doorstep of São Paulo,
this species was only discovered in 2004. It occupies
an area possibly less than two km2 and has already been
lost from two sites since its discovery. Some of the birds
were translocated from one of these sites ahead of the
construction of a dam.

ANTIOQUIA WREN Thryophilus sernai
Newly described from north-west Colombia and newly
acquainted to the Red List’s Endangered club, the
construction of the Ituango Dam, an embankment dam
on the Cauca River, could wipe out over half its known dry
forest habitat.

NIAS HILL MYNA Gracula robusta
This stocky myna, possibly the largest extant member of
the starling family, is famed for its talking ability and this has
led to its demise. Restricted to the Banyak and Nias islands
of Indonesia, wild populations have seemingly been almost
entirely wiped out by visiting bird trappers. This freshly-split
species was considered extinct in the wild until 2015, when
Czech zoologists discovered a new population.

LENDU CROMBEC Sylvietta chapini
Known only from three specimens taken in montane
vegetation on the ultra-remote Lendu Plateau in
Democratic Republic of Congo. Some habitat still remains
and the species may still be extant. It is classified as
Critically Endangered.

VAMPIRE GROUND-FINCH Geospiza septentrionalis
This bloodthirsty Galapagos finch, endemic to the islands
of Wolf and Darwin, was always considered a very distinct
subspecies of the Sharp-beaked Ground-finch Geospiza
difficilis, not least because of its rather ghoulish feeding
habits. This aptly-named species occasionally pecks at the
skin of other birds, such as boobies, until a wound opens so
it can drink its victim’s blood.
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